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what makes the perfect composite door?
Our composite doors have the appearance of natural timber, but they are actually manufactured from 
compression moulded Glass Reinforced Polymer (GRP), making them stronger, warmer, and more energy 
efficient than other doors. Always made for you from scratch, Archer composite doors complete the perfect 
entrance for any home.

All of our composite doors are made from GRP, which is bonded to a composite frame and filled with an 
environmentally friendly, CFC-free Polyurethane foam core. These materials are natural insulators, which 
helps keep your house warm and saves you money on your energy bills. ABS reinforcing also runs through the 
centre of the door to increase its strength and security.

Our doors also come with a range of stunning decorative glass options, allowing you to add the finishing 
touch to your perfect design. The decorative glass adds a touch of something special and completes the 
appearance of your door. You can choose from a diverse range of glass designs to make sure your composite 
door looks just how you imagined.

what makes KLG Rutland composite doors unique?
All of our composite doors are made individually for our customers, giving you complete control over the 
appearance of your home. However, there are several features shared by all of our doors that all homeowners 
will love.

traditional wooden finish
Composite doors made with GRP are much stronger and 
easier to maintain than wood, but they have the same classic 
appearance. We use high-definition embossing to give our 
doors that traditional look, and the moulding gives the 
unique feel of a wooden door.

maintenance free
We give a 10-year surface warranty on all of our composite 
doors. The doors themselves will not crack or warp like 
timber, and come with a 25-year warranty against this. All 
you need to do is give them the occasional wipe to keep 
them clean.

high security
KLG front doors offer high levels of security. All of our doors 
come with ‘secured by design’ multi-point locking system 
as standard, with extra security chains offered to those who 
would like additional peace of mind. Secured by German 
engineered Winkhaus locks, our composite doors offer the 
best security possible.



Abstract
Contemporary in design, 
manufactured from multi-
faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled 
glass providing security and 
insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. 
Featuring a delicately bevelled 
glass motif harmoniously 
framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.

Farmhouse

country classic
The Farmhouse door’s rural characteristics give your front door a look of simplicity and easy charm. Choose this 
vintage style with all the advantages of modern manufacturing and design features. A single glass panel finishes 
the door with an elegant flourish.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

Glass Designs FARMHOUSE

PICTURED: FARMHOUSE DOOR WITH SCOTIA GLASS

Prairie
The purity of this linear range 
with hints of cubism come 
together with leading edge 
glass technology to create a 
wonderful multi-textured finish 
and a contemporary design. 

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by 
nature. This timeless design 
effortlessly lends itself to any 
glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, 
the vibrant red petals of 
Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-
catching feature for any door.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and 
traditional range. Offered 
with blue, green, grey or red 
feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your 
door or express yourself with a 
contrasting colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. 
Offered with zinc caming and 
glue chip backing glass featuring 
diamond and hammered detail 
with grey bevels.

Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-
day classic. High privacy 
with this appealing satin art 
design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home 
is still illuminated with natural 
sunlight.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or 
brass caming, with rain backing 
glass featuring clear bevels.
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Diamonds
A classic design with enduring 
appeal and a sensational impact. 
Choose a fresh, smart look by 
introducing a splash of vibrant 
colour. Available in a range of 
privacy options, Diamonds is 
everyone’s best friend.
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Available in:

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Farmhouse
Diamond

country classic
Stand out from the crowd with KLG Rutland’s Farmhouse Diamond door. The diamond window works perfectly 
with the door’s countryside aesthetic, contributing to its simple elegance. Choose a glass design you love to make 
this your perfect door.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

Glass Designs FARMHOUSE DIAMOND

PICTURED: FARMHOUSE DIAMOND DOOR WITH ANDORRA GLASS
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Trieste
• Zinc caming 
• Buwen backing glass 
• Clear bevels

Aspen
• Zinc caming 
• Chinchilla backing glass 

featuring Hammered and 
Diamond detail 

• Grey bevels

Andorra
• Zinc or brass caming 
• Glue Chip backing glass 
• Clear bevels

Monza
• Zinc caming 
• Pear backing glass 

featuring Rain detail 
• Grey bevels

Savana
• Zinc caming 
• Chinchilla backing glass 

featuring Chord and 
Grey Baroque detail 

• Clear bevels

Lunna
• Zinc caming 
• Glue Chip backing glass 

featuring Diamond and 
Hammered detail

• Grey bevels

Edwardian
• Zinc caming 
• Diamond backing glass 

featuring Rain detail 
• Coloured glass

Valentia
• Zinc caming 
• Glue Chip backing glass 

featuring Hammered detail
• Clear bevels

Sierra
• Zinc caming 
• Chinchilla and Pear  

backing glass featuring 
Grey Baroque detail 

• Grey bevels

Scotia
• Zinc or brass caming 
• Rain backing glass 

featuring 100C detail 
• Clear bevels

Kara
• Zinc or brass caming 
• Glue Chip backing glass 

featuring Hammered 
detail

• Clear bevels

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Classical

a modern classic
The Classical door lives up to every sense of its name. Two decorative glazed panels at the top of the door let you 
add your own individual touch of finesse to a composite door design that already excels in elegance, security and 
privacy.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

Glass Designs CLASSICAL

PICTURED:CLASSICAL DOOR WITH ROYALE GLASS

Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal and a sensational 
impact. Choose a fresh, smart look by introducing a splash 
of vibrant colour. Available in a range of privacy options, 
Diamonds is everyone’s best friend.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with hints of cubism come 
together with leading edge glass technology to create a 
wonderful multi-textured finish and a contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured from multi-faceted 
jewels, cut textured glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring a delicately bevelled glass 
motif harmoniously framed with subtle Grey Waterglass™.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional range. Offered with 
blue, green, grey or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door or express yourself with 
a contrasting colour.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This timeless design 
effortlessly lends itself to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red petals of Mackintosh’s 
famous rose will create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day classic. High privacy with 
this appealing satin art design glass which is artfully conceived 
to ensure your home is still illuminated with natural sunlight.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered with zinc caming and glue 
chip backing glass featuring diamond and hammered detail 
with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass caming, with rain 
backing glass featuring clear bevels.
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Available in:

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Classical 
Half Glazed

a modern classic Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal 
and a sensational impact. Choose a 
fresh, smart look by introducing a 
splash of vibrant colour. Available in a 
range of privacy options, Diamonds is 
everyone’s best friend.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This 
timeless design effortlessly lends itself 
to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red 
petals of Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

The Classical Half-Glazed door is focused on traditional style and sophistication, offering plenty of scope for 
personalisation. It is a firm favourite with those who have an eye for symmetry and a love for classical design.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

Glass Designs CLASSICAL HALF GLAZED

PICTURED: CLASSICAL HALF GLAZED DOOR WITH PRAIRIE GLASS

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with 
hints of cubism come together with 
leading edge glass technology to create 
a wonderful multi-textured finish and a 
contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured 
from multi-faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring 
a delicately bevelled glass motif 
harmoniously framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.
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Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 
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PICTURED: ESTEEM DOOR WITH KARA GLASS - BRASS
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Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day 
classic. High privacy with this appealing 
satin art design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home is still 
illuminated with natural sunlight.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional 
range. Offered with blue, green, grey 
or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door 
or express yourself with a contrasting 
colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered 
with zinc caming and glue chip backing 
glass featuring diamond and hammered 
detail with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass 
caming, with rain backing glass featuring 
clear bevels.

Glass Designs CLASSICAL HALF GLAZED

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass. Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Eclat Arched

Our Eclat Arched design gives your entrance the perfect balance between style and privacy. It combines 
traditional design features with a spectacular, decorative arch as the focal point. By combining different colours 
and glass styles, you can make this spectacular door your own.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

Glass Designs ECLAT ARCHED

a modern classic

PICTURED: ECLAT ARCHED DOOR WITH  COSMO GLASS

13 14

Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal and a sensational impact. Choose 
a fresh, smart look by introducing a splash of vibrant colour. Available 

in a range of privacy options, Diamonds is everyone’s best friend.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with hints of cubism come together 
with leading edge glass technology to create a wonderful multi-

textured finish and a contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured from multi-faceted jewels, 
cut textured glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass providing security 

and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring a delicately bevelled glass motif 

harmoniously framed with subtle Grey Waterglass™.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional range. Offered with blue, green, 
grey or red feature glass, you can choose to complement the colour 

of your door or express yourself with a contrasting colour.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This timeless design effortlessly 

lends itself to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red petals of Mackintosh’s famous 
rose will create a distinguished and eye-catching feature for any door.

Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day classic. High privacy with this 
appealing satin art design glass which is artfully conceived to ensure 

your home is still illuminated with natural sunlight.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered with zinc caming and glue 
chip backing glass featuring diamond and hammered detail 

with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass caming, with rain backing 

glass featuring clear bevels.

Available in:

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Eclat

a modern classic
The Eclat door design has all the qualities of a classic door. It gives the entrance to your home a look that is 
simultaneously welcoming and spectacular, with multiple glass panels that let you choose exactly how the door 
looks and how private you want it to be.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

Glass Designs ECLAT

PICTURED: ECLAT DOOR WITH LUNNA GLASS
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Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal 
and a sensational impact. Choose a 
fresh, smart look by introducing a splash 
of vibrant colour. Available in a range of 
privacy options, Diamonds is everyone’s 
best friend.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This 
timeless design effortlessly lends itself 
to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red 
petals of Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with 
hints of cubism come together with 
leading edge glass technology to create 
a wonderful multi-textured finish and a 
contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured 
from multi-faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring 
a delicately bevelled glass motif 
harmoniously framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.
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Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



PICTURED: ECLAT DOOR WITH LUNNA GLASS

Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day 
classic. High privacy with this appealing 
satin art design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home is still 
illuminated with natural sunlight.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional 
range. Offered with blue, green, grey 
or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door 
or express yourself with a contrasting 
colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered 
with zinc caming and glue chip backing 
glass featuring diamond and hammered 
detail with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass 
caming, with rain backing glass featuring 
clear bevels.

Glass Designs ECLAT

Available in:

1817 Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Elegance

No door design allows the glass panel to shine to the same extent as Elegance. It’s easy to see why this design fits 
its name, with so many equally stunning glass patterns to choose from. It is ideal for those who want their front 
door to be bold and bright.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

elegant & light

PICTURED: ELEGANCE DOOR WITH ABSTRACT GLASS

Glass Designs ELEGANCE

19 20

Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal 
and a sensational impact. Choose a 
fresh, smart look by introducing a 
splash of vibrant colour. Available in a 
range of privacy options, Diamonds is 
everyone’s best friend.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This 
timeless design effortlessly lends itself 
to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red 
petals of Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with 
hints of cubism come together with 
leading edge glass technology to create 
a wonderful multi-textured finish and a 
contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured 
from multi-faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring 
a delicately bevelled glass motif 
harmoniously framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Elegance Blind

2221

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass 
caming, with rain backing glass featuring 
clear bevels.

Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day 
classic. High privacy with this appealing 
satin art design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home is still 
illuminated with natural sunlight.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional 
range. Offered with blue, green, grey 
or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door or 
express yourself with a contrasting colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered 
with zinc caming and glue chip backing 
glass featuring diamond and hammered 
detail with grey bevels.

Select 
your door 

colour 
from our 

extensive
& modern 
palette on 

page 41

Glass Designs ELEGANCE

Available in:

Back Door Options
Introduce a touch of creative 
innovation to your home. 

Venetian Blind
An integrated door blind gives you 
full control over light and privacy. 
Two panes of toughened safety glass 
enclose the blind, so there is no need 
to dust or clean the shutters, which are 
fully controlled by magnetic tabs.

A safety feature for children is that 
there are no exposed cords, as the blind 
is raised and lowered by one magnetic 
tab, while the other controls the tilt...
all the privacy without the need for 
obscure glass. 

Not only are they easy to use, neat and 
attractive and allow you to enjoy full 
sunlight, total privacy or anything in 
between, but they are long lasting too.

Our mini blinds are handed for left or 
right, allowing the blind to be raised 
and tilted by control tabs on the hinge 
side of the door and not interfere with 
the operation of the door handle.

   Tilt Tab

   Raise Tab

Choose whether to 
have the blinds open 
or closed

Choose whether to 
have the blinds raised 
or lowered

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass. Images are for illustrative purposes only. 

PICTURED: ELEGANCE DOOR WITH BLIND



Half Glazed    
    Arched

Our softer, half-glazed Elegance design lets light flood into your home through the smooth lines of the arched 
glass panel. The curve at the top of the panel complements our glass designs beautifully, contributing to a 
stunning overall effect.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

soft & stylish

PICTURED: HALF GLAZED ARCH DOOR WITH KARA GLASS - GREY

Glass Designs HALF GLAZED ARCHED

23

Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal 
and a sensational impact. Choose a 
fresh, smart look by introducing a 
splash of vibrant colour. Available in a 
range of privacy options, Diamonds is 
everyone’s best friend.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This 
timeless design effortlessly lends itself 
to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red 
petals of Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with 
hints of cubism come together with 
leading edge glass technology to create 
a wonderful multi-textured finish and a 
contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured 
from multi-faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring 
a delicately bevelled glass motif 
harmoniously framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.

Available in:

24Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 
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The rising cost of energy bills and the impact on the environment means we all want to keep our consumption to a 
minimum. One of the best ways to achieve this is to choose thermally efficient products which keep warmth in and cold 
out, saving money and emission levels.

Tests prove an Archer GRP Composite Door is :

19%   more energy efficient  than a 48mm solid timber core composite door

17%   more energy efficient  than a 44mm traditional timber panelled door

Looking after our world and your wallet...

25

Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day 
classic. High privacy with this appealing 
satin art design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home is still 
illuminated with natural sunlight.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional 
range. Offered with blue, green, grey 
or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door or 
express yourself with a contrasting colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered 
with zinc caming and glue chip backing 
glass featuring diamond and hammered 
detail with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass 
caming, with rain backing glass featuring 
clear bevels.

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.



Esteem

Esteem is one of our most popular composite front door designs - for very obvious reasons. The two glass panels 
are a stunning feature that showcase the best of KLG Rutland’s glass designs at the same time as creating a 
secure feel for the whole door.  

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

a stunning classic

PICTURED: ESTEEM DOOR WITH KARA GLASS RED

Glass Designs ESTEEM

27 28

Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal and a 
sensational impact. Choose a fresh, smart 
look by introducing a splash of vibrant 
colour. Available in a range of privacy 
options, Diamonds is everyone’s best friend.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This 
timeless design effortlessly lends itself 
to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red 
petals of Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with 
hints of cubism come together with 
leading edge glass technology to create 
a wonderful multi-textured finish and a 
contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured 
from multi-faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring 
a delicately bevelled glass motif 
harmoniously framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day 
classic. High privacy with this appealing 
satin art design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home is still 
illuminated with natural sunlight.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional 
range. Offered with blue, green, grey 
or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door or 
express yourself with a contrasting colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered 
with zinc caming and glue chip backing 
glass featuring diamond and hammered 
detail with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass 
caming, with rain backing glass featuring 
clear bevels.

29 30

Glass Designs ESTEEM

PICTURED: ESTEEM DOOR WITH SCOTIA GLASS

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Twin Arched

The Twin Arched panels give the classic Esteem design a softer look. The arches subtly alter the appearance of the 
door, giving it a warm, inviting aesthetic that blends beautifully with our elegant glass designs.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

a stunning classic

PICTURED: TWIN ARCHED DOOR WITH SCOTIA GLASS

Glass Designs TWIN ARCHED

31 32

Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal and a 
sensational impact. Choose a fresh, smart 
look by introducing a splash of vibrant 
colour. Available in a range of privacy 
options, Diamonds is everyone’s best friend.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This 
timeless design effortlessly lends itself 
to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red 
petals of Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with 
hints of cubism come together with 
leading edge glass technology to create 
a wonderful multi-textured finish and a 
contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured 
from multi-faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring 
a delicately bevelled glass motif 
harmoniously framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.

Available in:

Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 
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Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day 
classic. High privacy with this appealing 
satin art design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home is still 
illuminated with natural sunlight.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional 
range. Offered with blue, green, grey 
or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door or 
express yourself with a contrasting colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered 
with zinc caming and glue chip backing 
glass featuring diamond and hammered 
detail with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass 
caming, with rain backing glass featuring 
clear bevels.

Glass Designs TWIN ARCHED

Available in:

34Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 

PICTURED: HALF GLAZED ARCH WITH MONZA GLASS



Another twist on the classic Esteem design, the Twin Eyebrow door adds unique curves to the door’s two panels. 
The resulting aesthetic is something that feels unique and different, without compromising the classical look of 
the whole door.  

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

a stunning classic

PICTURED: TWIN EYEBROW DOOR WITH KARA GLASS - BRASS

Glass Designs TWIN EYEBROW

Twin    
Eyebrow
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Diamonds
A classic design with enduring appeal 
and a sensational impact. Choose a 
fresh, smart look by introducing a 
splash of vibrant colour. Available in a 
range of privacy options, Diamonds is 
everyone’s best friend.

Fleur
Distinctive and inspired by nature. This 
timeless design effortlessly lends itself 
to any glazed door design.

Mackintosh
A Celtic floral design, the vibrant red 
petals of Mackintosh’s famous rose will 
create a distinguished and eye-catching 
feature for any door.

Prairie
The purity of this linear range with 
hints of cubism come together with 
leading edge glass technology to create 
a wonderful multi-textured finish and a 
contemporary design. 

Abstract
Contemporary in design, manufactured 
from multi-faceted jewels, cut textured 
glass pieces and hand-bevelled glass 
providing security and insulation. 

Royale
Luxurious and elegant. Featuring 
a delicately bevelled glass motif 
harmoniously framed with subtle Grey 
Waterglass™.

Available in:Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Cosmo
This simple design is a modern-day 
classic. High privacy with this appealing 
satin art design glass which is artfully 
conceived to ensure your home is still 
illuminated with natural sunlight.

Kara
Exquisitely designed and traditional 
range. Offered with blue, green, grey 
or red feature glass, you can choose to 
complement the colour of your door or 
express yourself with a contrasting colour.

Lunna
Traditional heritage range. Offered 
with zinc caming and glue chip backing 
glass featuring diamond and hammered 
detail with grey bevels.

Scotia
Classical design offering zinc or brass 
caming, with rain backing glass featuring 
clear bevels.
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Available in:

38Techniques used in making these decorative glass units make it impossible to change the textured glass. Slight bubbles, lines, and surface 
imperfections are all characteristics of glass. They are not to be considered as defects as they add character to decorative glass.

Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Solid

classic design
A solid door is perfect for anyone who wants the ultimate in peace, privacy and security. The windowless door 
allows the gorgeous finish of KLG Rutland’s composite doors to shine, with a grained wood-effect layer that looks 
stunning in any colour.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/
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PICTURED: SOLID 6 PANEL DOOR

40

Farmhouse

country classic
Traditional country looks but all the benefits of modern insulating technology and security.

Turn to page 41 to see the complete Archer composite door colour range.
Try out the combinations on line at https://www.klg.co.uk/doors/door-designer/

PICTURED: FARMHOUSE DOOR 

Images are for illustrative purposes only. Images are for illustrative purposes only. 



Colour Options

41 42

Choose the perfect colour for the exterior of your home and match the interior with your décor for a 
seamless look and feel.

personalise your door
Hardware Options

special colours

standard colours

Trulock+ Multi-Point Locking system especially designed for composite Doors

With over 150 years experience in producing locking systems for the world market Winkhaus is 
a market leader producing innovative security solutions.

Superbly engineered and manufactured in Germany, the Trulock+ Locking system is approved 
by the Police ‘Secured by Design’ security initiative. This important independent endorsement 
is an essential requirement of the Association of British insurers.

Winkhaus AV2 Heritage Lock

Modern Multi-Point Locking systems have traditionally not leant themselves to the typical 
round pull door furniture and separate eye-level escutcheon, which can be so common on 
Georgian and Edwardian doors.

The AV2 Heritage Locking System is operated automatically as soon as the door is closed. 
This means that an external lever handle is not required to operate the locking points and the 
lock can be deadlocked or opened externally by turning the key a quarter of a turn. From the 
inside the door can be opened by an internal thumb turn, again with a quarter turn. The door 
is automatically locked when closed from the inside and the key is then required to gain entry 
from the outside.

locks

handles, letter plates, knockers & numbers

personalise your door

White Red Green

Black Gold Oak Rosewood

BlueChartwell Green

Anthracite Grey

Colours shown should be used for guidance only as the limitations in the printing process, may mean that colours vary from those illustrated.

Light Grey Magnolia

Turquoise Blue

Signal Violet

Traffic Grey

Honey Beige Steel Blue

Purple Violet

Mouse Grey

Ultramarine Blue

Red Violet

Duck Egg

Azure Blue

Wine Red

Black Grey

Olive Yellow

Sky Blue

Ruby Red

Cream

Leaf Green

Pastel Blue

Traffic Red

Silk Grey

Traffic Green

Distant Blue

Vermilion

Dusty Pink

Pastel Green

Pastel Violet

Dahlia Yellow

Sable

Pastel Turquoise

Blue Lilac

Rape Yellow

White Black Chrome Satin Bronze Gold Graphite Antique Black


